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SYNTHESE :

Lancée en 1986 par Electricité de France, l'Evaluation Probabiliste de Sûreté
d'un réacteur français de 1300 MW à eau pressurisée (EPS 1300) fut achevée en 1989.

Le but initial de cette étude était d'évaluer la fréquence des incidents annuels du
cœur du réacteur, en prévoyant tous les scénarios susceptibles d'accroître cette
fréquence de manière significative.

Le deuxième objectif consistait à fournir un outil informatique automatisé
(logiciel) pour l'actualisation de cette évaluation - afin de prendre en compte de
nouvelles données et connaissances, - et pour réaliser plus aisément de nombreuses
études de sensibilité.

Cette étude est tout à fait exceptionnelle par ses caractéristiques et son champ
d'application. En effet, elle représente un effort de 50 ingénieurs-an. Les résultats et les
premières leçons retenues sont exposés dans la présente note. Les enseignements
fournis par l'EPS 1300 seront largement appliqués dans la conception "* la

fonctionnement des réacteurs nucléaires français existants ou à venir.
et le
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

Launched in 1986 by Electricité de France, the Probabilistic Safety Assessment
of a French 1300 MWe Pressurized Water Reactor (called PSA 1300) was completed
in 1989. The first objective was to assess the annual core damage frequency by
identifying all the accident scenarios likely to contribute significantly to this frequency.
The second objective of the study was to provide an automated computerized tool
(software) for updating the assessment - in order to take new data and knowledge into
account - and for performing numerous sensitivity studies easily. Its scope and
characteristics render this study unique. Indeed, it required an effort amounting to SO
engineer-years. The results and the first lessons are presented in this paper. The PSA
1300 teachings will be extensively used for the design and operation of existing or
future French nuclear power reactors.
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Living Probabilistic Safety Assessment of French 1300 MWe PWr

Nuclear Power Plant Unit : Methodology, Results and Teaching.

1. INTRODUCTION

Launched In 1986. • Probabilistic
Safety Assessment hJi been conducted for
4 years at the PALUEL nuclear power plant
unit 3. This plant Ia equipped vich four
1300 KUe pressurized water reactora of French
design. DnIt 3 vas choses for the study. The
reactora were eossilssloned between 1963 and
1987. Th* studied unit Is the f irst of the
1300 HVe plant series which follows the
900 HUe s e r i e s comprising some thirty reactors
coanissloned fro» 1976 to 1989.

The Probabilistic Safety Assessment of
a nuclear reactor Is aimed at Identifying a l l
accident scenarios l ikely to occur and to
cause severe damage to the reactor and at
assess ing their occurrence rate. These acci-
dent scenarios - also called accident sequen-
ces - are Identified using appropriate me-
thods. Generally, these sequences are succes-
s ions of component failures and/or opera-
t o r s ' e r r o r s , much In the same way a* real
acc idents .

Thus, the worst i s envisaged to better
provide against It ! Such are the object and
the aim of a PSA. Indeed, an assessment of the
strong and weak points of safety can actually
lead to safety Improvements In the design and
operation of nuclear reactora.

From the very beginning of the French
nuclear program, EDF - the designer and opera-
tor of the plants - attached much Importance
to the safety of nuclear power plants and

constantly tried to Improve I t . To this end,
Q)F has been extensively using dependability
( r e l i a b i l i t y , avai labi l i ty , maintainability
and safety) prediction methods as ve i l at the
probabilistic approach «lace 1975.

These methods have been widely used to
assess the re l iabi l i ty and availability of
nuclear power plant safety systems and the
probabilit ies of dreaded accident scenarios at
well as to help to define technical specifica-
tions (and. In particular, set times) In the
event of the partial unavailability of safety
systems. Simultaneously, assessment methods
(e .g . fault trees, event trees , Markov states
grapha) have been largely developed together
with the corresponding software. Moreover, EDP
Implemented a "Reliability Data Collection
System" in a l l the nuclear power plants. The
objective of this data collection system It to
provide as as exhaustive aa possible account
of the tn-servlce behaviour of tome 800 compo-
nents (per group of two units) and to derive
dependability data (failure rate durlag
operation or upon demand, repair t i m e . . . ) .

Numerous lessons concerning both the
plant design and operation were drawn from
these studies. This It why, an anprecedented
atudy, the PSA 1300, was launched Ia 1986.
FRAMATOKE, the French nuclear boiler construc-
tor, participated In th is project from the
very beginning.

Note that the Institute for Protect loo
and Nuclear Safety (IPSN), which provides
technical assistance the French Safety Autho-

r e l l a b l l l t y , probabil i t ies , assessment, risk, nuclear power plant
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r l t l e » . simultaneously carried out a Probabi-
l i s t i c Safety Assessment on • 900 MWe pressu-
rized water reactor. Each organization (ESF or
IPSN) controlled the other's study.

2. AIHS AHD CEHESAL OBJECTS OF THE PSA 1300

The PSA 1300 project was assigned two
equally Important and closely connected alas :
1. to perfora an as detailed as possible

probabilistic safety «ssessaent of the
PALUEL power plant (unit 3) In al l i t s
operating states.

2. to develop an assessaent software, LESSEFS
1300, In order to be able to carry out an
ever-evolving PSA (or living PSA), that Is
a PSA that can be revised to Incorporate
new data and knowledge.

These specific alas can only be fully
grasped in the light of the general objects of
this project which are Intended to maximize
i t s spin-offs.

Two general objects are identified :
1. Evaluation of the French Approach to Safety

It i s aimed at checking and confining
the high safety level of French nuclear power
plants. Significant safety improvements have
been achieved in this type of plants both In
the design and In the operation (continuous
presence of a Safety Engineer, optimization of
incident and accident procedures...).

By highlighting the strong and weak
points In the systeas design or safety func-
tions, this study Is a mean of assessing the
exhaustivlty and overall consistency of the
French approach to safety.
2. Aid to the Desiga and Operation of Suclear

Power Plants
The results of Che PSA 1300 project

aust be usable by nuclear unit designers and
operators :
. design aid : the appraisal of the French
approach to safety as well as the existence
of a computerized assessaent tool should
considerably help the designer in his work
on the IAOO HUe (N4 plant series) project
and especially on the nuclear reactor series
(PVR 2000 project) planned for tomorrow,

. operator aid : five aain uses are discussed
below :
- aid to the definition of technical speci-

fications,
- aid to the analysis of changes In opera-

ting experience data,
- aid to the Improvement of operating

procedures,
- aid to operators'training.

3. HAIM CBARACTZRISTICS

The PALtTEL nuclear power plant, the
f i r s t of the 1300 MUe PVR series , was selec-
ted, and unit 3 was studied because i t had the
aer i t of both being in service when the PSA
1300 was started and being the first unit to
incorporate soae components designed to
1 up rove safety that were later to be introdu-
ced Into other nuclear units.

The PSA 1300 is a so-called "level 1"

study, that Is a study to assess the reactor
core daaage occurrence frequency.

Internally-generated hazards (fires,
flooding*) have not beea considered in the
present study because their analysis requires
significant methodological developments sow
under way.

All the plant states, Including shut-
down conditions, are studied whereas, usually,
PSAs only cover power operation, and the risks
associated with other plaat states are assumed
to be negligible. This choice was made al-
though Ic aeanc that the study would be longer
and acre complex because i t was considered
Important. The results achieved show that this
choice was perfectly justified.

One of the prominent features of
operational safety is that a safety engineer
joined the shift and the operations engineers
in the last few years. These safety engineers
indeed specialize in nuclear safety and In the
control of accidents. Therefore, they provide
an actual redundancy at the human level which
i s a l l the more efficieat as they work on a
control pannel and use procedures (SPI and Ul)
that are specific to thea.

Hence; Innovations were Introduced in
human reliabil ity to incorporate this "redun-
dancy" both is post-accident human reliability
models and In the associated data. On the
whole, a special effort has been made concer-
ning data and methods to take human factors
into account as witnessed by reference III.

Also it is worth mentioning that most
of the conponent dependability data and of the
operating data used in the assessment «ere
derived from EDF's experience with operating
pressurized water reactors. This was aide
possible by the enormous amount of operating
data gathered on these aslts which represent
over 200 reactor-years. The original character
of th i s data base lies In the existence of
identical components in different units and of
a vase operating experience. A systematic
analysts of the national data bases (Reliabi-
l i t y Data Collection System, event reports,
s t a t i s t i c a l data) was performed and supplemen-
ted by on-site Investigations to allow for the
studied unit distinctive characters. The Ait»
base essentially comprises :
- coaponent dependability data (failure rates

during operation or failure rates upon
deaatid, repair time),

- operating data oo the umlt standard states :
duration of the states, coaponent down time
in the given states, unavailability for
correct ive maintenance....

- recorded initiating events (event type,
occurrence rate),

- data concerning common cause failures
affecting redundant components (see 4.2).

A critical analysis of this data base
has been performed by the IPSN. By ald-1989. a
coaaon IPS»/EDF data base was compiled which
was used In the last computation phase of the
PSA 1300.

3.1 . Study structure
The study breaks down into three mais



parts :
- the probabilistic assessment of Initiating

events,
- the probabilistic assessment of safety

systems,
- the probabilistic assessment of accident

sequences.
Probabilistic assessment of lnltlatlnt

event* : It Is aimed at identifying and
assessing the occurrence rate of Initiating
events. These events, also called "initia-
tors", are events likely to result In core
damage either directly or because the safety
systems are inoperable, due to physical or
human causes, for Instance.

Initiating events directly causing a
serious accident are In fact conditions that
failed to be taken Into account in the design
of safety systems and obviously are extremely
unlikely. Let us quote for Instance a large
breach in the reactor vessel.

In general, the other Initiating
events, when they occur, automatically actuate
the safety systems. When these systems operate
properly, the Initiating event can be control-
led and a severe accident avoided. Only the
failure of safety systems to operate properly
(or human errors during operation under
accident conditions) can aggravate the init ia-
ting event and result in a serious accident.

Here are some examples of initiators :
- small break In the reactor cooland system,
- loss of electric power supplies.

Probabilistic assessment of safety
systems : i t is aimed at assessing the relia-
bi l i ty of the systems important to safety. Let
us mention the safety injection system desi-
gned to Inject borated water into the reactor
coolant system in the event of a break In this
system. A dozen (electric, thermal-hydraulic)
safety systems have been designed to perform
specific, sometimes very different, missions.

For each mission inventoried during the.
first phase of the reliability study, the
assessment consists in identifying the failu-
res and/or their combinations resulting in the
mission failure. These failures can be :
- component failures (for example, pumps or

valves) in these systems.
- failures or other safety-related auxiliary

systems (e.g. the electric power supply),
- component unavailability resulting from

human errors committed during plant control
operations (various tests, periodic tests ,
maintenance).

In a second phase, the failure probabi-
l i t i e s of these missions are computed. The
system failure causes are thus identified and
ranked in order of decreasing probability. The
potential weak points of these systems are
therefore spotted.

Probabilistic assessment of accident
sequences : it i s aimed at inventorying and
assessing accident sequences of scenarios
resulting In a severe accident, i . e . an
accident causing damage to the reactor core
that may end in the core melt.

An example of such an accident «cquence
Is : a loss of offslte power supplies followed
by a failure to reject the load and thea by a
failure to start both diesel generators with a
subsequent failure to start the Auxiliary
Feedvater System and ending In the incapacity
to repair a power source within an hour after
the accident.

The assessment consists, for each
initiator selected. In identifying and bull-
ding accident sequences. As a rule, appropria-
te methods are used to analyze the failure of
the safety functions brought Into action by
the initiator occurrence.

The failure of the safety systems to
carry out their mission Is analyzed in the
previous part ot the study. Human failures are
usually human errors commited during the
period following the accident (for Instance,
error in the accident diagnosis, misapplica-
tion of an accident procedure).

3.2. Organization and outside control

As the means required were quite
cumbersome and as the work would necessarily
last several years, require the Implementation
of numerous techniques (operation under
accident conditions, dependability, statis-
t ics, human factors, data processing...) -
which aeant the collaboration of many specia-
l ists belonging to different bodies - and as
It would be controlled by an external agency,
the IPSN, much attention was focussed from the
very beginning on the organization set up to
see the project through. Let us just briefly
mention some of the principles selected :
. The PSA 1300 team resorted to specialists

from the various disciplines concerned
(experts In operation under accident condi-
tions, reliability, probabilistic assess-
ment, statistics, safety In design, safety
In optration, data processing...). The
full-time participation of an operations
engineer from the PALUEL power plant, who
conducted the necessary specific Investiga-
tions, largely contributed to make this
study realistic.

. The project «as subdivided Into three main
phases : preliminary, provisional and final.
The three main parts of the study have been
addressed during each phase and gradually
enriched and refined. A reliability data
base was built during the preliminary phase
by carefully analyzing the French operating
experience. This base was examined, revised
and criticized by the IPSN : a joint EDF -
IPSN data base was thus created and was made
use of In the final phase.
Generally, the existence of these three
phases has contributed to an orderly and
methodical updating and supplementing of the
studies based on the advice and criticism of
many organizations among others.

. The study quality was given great attention.
A quality assurance procedure was developed.
Moreover, the IPSN checked al l the technical
reports on the probabilistic assessments



performed and on the aethods and data
derived fro» the analysis of operating
experience . To Illustrate how enormous the
f i l e I s , l ee us just aentlon It cons is t s of
some IS 000 pages.

OD the «hole, It took approximately
SO engineer-years to complete the PSA-1300,
and 12 out of the SO solely to work out
LESSEFS-1300.

4. ASSESSHEMT METHODS

A.I . Probabilistic
Initiators

assessment of

French and international experience
provided material for the compilation of
init iating events. The events thus inventoried
have been supplemented by data derived fioo
probabilistic systea: assessments. The event
occurrence rate is determined fro» the opera-
ting experience analysis, for events having
already occurred, or, otherwise, from a
predictive analysis.

4.2. Probabilistic assessment of safety
systems (see figure 1)

These systems, of which there are 13,
were studied according to a procedure consis-
ting of the following steps :
. mission Identification : all the missions

(or functions) are identified keeping in
mind a l l the accident sequences in which
these systems may have to operate,

. preliminary analysis using the Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis (FKEA),

. mission modelling : all the failures or
faults (separately or coabined) are identi-
fied using such aethods as the fault tree
and Karkov states graphs. This last method
was resorted to when the system was repara-
ble in the course of its mission. Potential
common mode failures and human errors
(errors made during maintenance operations
or t e s t s . . . ) were examined In detail and
incorporated into the aodels,

. quantitative analysis : the minimal cut set
of the fault trees were systematically
calculated as well aa the failure rates of
the system functions. The probability of the
failed states In Markov states graphs were
also computed,

. operating experience analysis : incidents on
components were recorded and analyzed for
each safety systea. We checked whether these
incidents had been taken into account in the
predictive analyses and whether the analyses
In question were consistent with the tea-
chings derived from the Incidents.

Some 400 models (fault trees and states
graphs) were thus obtained. The aost coop lex
of these fault trees could incorporate as ouch
as several hundred events.

The great attention paid to common
cause failures should also be underlined. Let
us remind that a coaaon cause failure affects
several components in the systea simultaneous-
ly or in a cascade. Potential coaaon cause

failures were systematically considered for
such safety systems aa the pump*, motors,
diesel generators, turbines, val»e», checkval-
vea, circuit-breakers and sensor*. These
coaoon cause failures were Incorporated In the
models (for Instance, the fault trees) for al l
the redundant components. A méthode derived
from the binomial law (shock method) was used
for the quantification ; the law parameters
were taken from the French operating expe-
rience analysis.

* . 3 . Probabilistic
accident scenarios

assessment of

Event trees were essentially used to
Identify and assess accident scenarios. System
dependent failures (for Instance, coaaon cause
failures) must be Identified in the event
trees prior to performing the probabilistic
assessment.

When accident scenarios involved
systems wich components that could be repaired
in the course of the scenario, another method
was used, namely Markov states graphs.

Some , hundred event trees and fifty
linked Markov graphs (amounting to some 900
different graphs) were thus built for the
whole 3erles of Initiating events likely to
occur under i l l reactor states.

A large effort was made to take account
of human errors likely to occur after the
initiating event.

The human error identification method
stems from the Internationally tried out SHARP
(Systematic Husan Action Reliability Procedu-
re) method. Many reliability models were
developed, especially for diagnosis and action
performance. On the whole, these methods
largely rely on a quite original experience
founded on simulator tests . Over two hundred
tests were performed these last years by EDF
on training simulators. Let us just recall
that operators'behaviour under simulated
incident conditions can be observed during the
tests . Numerous lessons were derived from
these tests (for Instance type of errors,
average diagnosis time, average time to
recover an error...) and Incorporated Into the
PSA-1300.

4.4. Model processing by LESSEPS 1300

Some S00 models were thus built. They
were processed by the LESSEPS 1300 software.
This program :
. computes the failure probabilities of the

system missions,
. computes the probabilities of accident

scenarios,
. determines sensitivity to data : reliability

data may be modified and the software
recalculates all the relevant probabilities,
optimizing the computation, that i s starting
only those calculations which are really
necessary all over again.

Roughly, the LESSEPS 1300 software Is
made of :
. a data base (dependability data, operating



conditions...),

. computer programs to assets elementary
•odeIJ : PHAHISS for fault trees, ISA for
event trees and KAKX SKF and GSI for states
graph»,

. a master program (the scheduler) for model
sequencing and to find the data In the base,

. experts systems to assess certain safety
systems using artificial Intelligence
techniques : EXPRESS for thermal-hydraulic
systems and EXPGSI for electrical systems.
As an Illustration It should be underlined
that the EXPRESS software builds the fault
tree fro» a formal description of the
topology and of the operation of a thermal-
hydraulic system.

LESSEPS-1300 runs on an IBK 3090. It
takes a few hours to compute the whole study.
The software is described In detail in refe-
rence 111.

5. RESULTS

All the results fo the PSA-1300 were
available by the end of 1989. Considered final
In the framework of the project, the results
are not however definitive. As a metter of
fact, they will not remain unchanged In the
coming months and years as the PSA-1300 Is an
ever-evolving study which will be periodically
updated. Nevertheless somme major results
deserve to be mentioned :

- The core damage risk of a 1300 MWe Paluel-
type PVR power plant amounts to 10"5/unit x
year approximately. The error factor for
this average probability is about 3.S.

- Two families of initiators ire major contri-
butors. These are the loss of coolant
accident (some 60 Z) and incidents followed
by a failure of the reactor trip system
(about 10 Z).

- The core damage risk resulting fro» the
various shudown states is far from negligi-
ble (Figure 2). Indeed, this risk amounts to
almost 60 Z of the global risk.

- The specific features of the French approach
to nuclear safety result In a substantial
gain : If these features (safety engineer,
for Instance) did not exist, the core damage
risk would be 6 times as high.

6. LESSONS

In 1990 we shall try to derive all the
lessons, both technical (at the design and
operation levels) and methodological, from the

PSA 1300. Already tome major lessons can be

learnt :
. At the design and operation level* : Che
study revealed new accident sequences. As a
result of the Identification of these
sequences, procedures and equipment In the
facility were modified. Thanks to this, the
absolute value of the core damage risk
(10~5/year) is relatively low and seems Co
be distributed among the different accident
families and the various unit states. The
shutdown states do not result in a negligi-
ble risk compared to the risk corresponding
to power operation.
The study will be used to tralc operators Co
the most likely accidents. In particular,
operators will he made more aware of certain
accidents that may occur during the reactor
shutdown states. Moreover, the study high-
lighted the necessity to Improve the man-
machine Interface (procedures...) in these
states. The PSA-1300 can be used to analyze
operating experience data (identification of
most vulnerable components, maintenance
optimization...).

. At the methodological level : the study
confirmed the merits of very detailed
analyses of failures, system reliability and
accident scenarios. It also showed that data
processing was an excellent mean of control-
ling all the models built (about 500) :
LESSEPS-1300 proved a highly powerful cool
for assessing accldenc scenario probabili-
ties. It should be often resorted to from
now on to update the study and derive new
lessons in the light of recent data and
knowledge on the operation of French nuclear
power plant.
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